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Abstract-In this paper1, we study quantitatively the relationship between the quality of images constructed with
the Founer method and the element spacing of array transducers. In the study, two linear arrays were used. Effective larger element spaclngs were obtained by combining
slgnals from adjacent elements. Both computer simulation
and experiment were performed. Results show that resolution of constructed images 1s not affected by the reduction of
number of elements, but the contrast of Images is decreased
dramatically when the element spacing is larger than about
2.365X, where X is the wavelength. Thls suggests that an
array of about 2.365X spacing can be used with the Fourier
method. Thls reduces the totalnumber of elements of a fully
sampled 128x 128 array (0.5X spacmg) from 16384 to about
732.

Recently, a Fowler method has been developed to construct
images [l-31 with limited dlffracnon beams [4-91. This
method can achieve a very hgh frame rate (about 3750
framesls at a depth of about 200 mm in biolog~calsoft tissues) for either two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional
(3D) imaging because only one transmismon 1s required.
The image signal-fo-noise ratio (SNR) is also high because
all array elements are used in transmission and the transmit
beams do not diverge. In addition, imaging hardware for
the new method can he greatly simphfied. To implement
the Fourier method, theoretically, an array transducer with
an element spacing (distance between the centers of two adjacent elements) of about Xl2, where X is the wavelength,
1s requ~red[1,2]. However, such an array has a large number of elements, especially, for a 2D array ~n 3D imaging
(e.g,, an 128x 128 array has 16384 elements), and 1s difficult to make because of the problems of interconnect~onof
the array elements, cross-talk, th~ckand stlff connecoon cable between the transducer and the imaging system. More
importantly, such an array has a small clamping capacitance
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and high electrical impedance that reduce the SNR.
In this paper, both computer s~mulationand experiment
were performed to study the relatioushp between the quality
of images constructed with the Fourier method and the element spaclng of array transducers. In the study, two broadband linear array transducers were used. The first is a 48element array having a center frequency of 2.25 MHz, an
aperture of 18.288 mm an elevation length of 12.192 mm,
and an element spacing of 0.381 mm (0.591X). The second has 64 elements, a dimension of 38.4 mm x 10 mm,
2.5 MHz center frequency, and an element spacing of 0.6
mm (1.034X). The effective element spacings of these arrays
were obtained by combining the received signals of appropriate number of neighboring elements. Results show that
resolut~onof images constructed with the Fourier method is
not affected by the element spacing. However, grating lobes
of the line spread function of the imagmg system increase
with the element spacing and the contrast of the lmages of
the cystlc objects of an ATS tissue-equ~valentphantom decreases dramatically when the element spacing is greater
than about 2.3654. This demonstrates that a 2D array of
2.365X element spacing can be used with theFourier method
to construct a reasonably high quality image, which reduces
the number of elements from 16384 for a fully sampled (XI2
spacing) square 2D array to about 732 that can be manufactured with the current advanced m y transducer and mterconnection technologies.

THEORETICAL PRELIMINARY
Assuming that an object 1s illuminated with a broadband
plane wave (pulse), and a flat one-dimensional (ID) or 2D
array transducer is used to receive echo signals, from limited diffraction beams such as X waves, one obtains a relatlonshlp between the Fourier transform of the backscatterlng
coefficient of biological soft tissues and the received echo
signals [1,2]:

F(k*,k,, k:)e-"'dk,

(1)
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where F(ks, ky,k:) is a spahal Fourier tIansform of
f (x,y, 2) that is an object function representing the dishibuhon of backscattenng coefficients of scatterers, A ( k )
and T ( k ) are transfer functions of the transmlt and receive
beams, respectively, k = is a wavenumber, w is the angular frequency, c is the speed of sound, t is time, kk = k k,.
and where k,, k y r and kz are wavenumbers along the z,
y, and z axes, respectively, and H ( k ) is the Heavis~destep
function [lo].
If the object is two dimensional, i.e., the object funchon
f (r,y, z ) is not a funchon of y, Eq. (1) can be s~mplified
[1,21:

+

where the superscript " ( 2 0 ) " means "two d~mensional".
From Eq. (1) or (2), the spatial Fourier transform of the
object functions can be obtained from the Fourier transform
of the recelve signals in terms of time. The image constructlon method using Eq. (1) or (2) is termed as the Founer
method [1,2].
Because only one transmission is required to construct either a 2D or 3D image, the Founer method has a potential to
aclueve a very high frame rate. In addibon, because the FFT
or IFFT can he used, imaging system can be greatly simplified (no digital delays and multiple-input digital summations
are needed as in a conventional d~gitalbeamformer).
To construct good images with Eq. (1) or (2). array transducers used should have an element spacing of less or equal
to a half of the wavelength concerned. This requlres a large
number of elements for a given size of an array, especially,
for 2D m y s . An array transducer of a large number of elements may have problems as discussed in the Introduchon
section. However, if the number of element is reduced, quality of constructed images may be lowered. Therefore, it is
important to study the trade-off between the quality of constructed Images and the number of elements (or the element
spacmg) of an array.

In the simulation, an ATS 539 tissue-equivalent phantom2
was used 11.21. The phantom is consist of cylindrical objects of different scattering coefficients relabve to the background. The contrasts of these objects are -15 dB, -10 dB,
-5 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, and 15 dB, respectively. In addition to
the cyllndmcal objects, there are line objects in the phantom
for testlng the resolution of magmg systems. In snnulation,
the phantom is assumed to have no attenuation.
'ATS Laboratories, Inc.. Bridgepon, CT.
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Two transducers were used in the simulation. One has
an aperture of 18.288 mm, 2.25 MHz center frequency,
12.192 mm elevation dimension, element spacing of 0.381
mm (0.591X), and 48 total elements. The other IS assumed
to have a dimension of 38.4 mrn x 10 mm, 2.5 MHz center frequency, 0.6 mm element spacing (l.034X) and 64 total
elements. Both arrays have no focusing in the elevation direction. The bandwidth of the transducers are assumed to be
about 81% of their centerfrequencies and the speedof sound
is assumed to be 1.45 m m / p at 23°C in the ATS phantom.
To obtain different element spacings or different number
of elements with the arrays described above, received s ~ g nals from adjacent elements are summed. For example, to
increase the element spaclng from 0.591X to 1.182X, signals
from every two adjacent elements are combined.
Images constructed with the Fourier method and different element spacings are shown on the left hand side of Fig.
1 for both cyilndn& objects (see the first 6 columns with
contrasts from 15 dB to -15 dB) and a line object (see the
7th and 8th columns). Images in the first 7 columns are constructed with the m a y of 18,288 mm aperture and images
iu the 8th column are obtained with the array of 38.4 mm
aperture. The element spacings for the images in the first 7
columns are 0.591X, 1.182X, 1.774X, 2.365X, 3.547X. and
4.730X. respectively, from the top to the bottom rows. Notice that the two grey scale bars (upper and lower) on the far
right of Fig. 1 have different scales and they are used for
the cylindrical and line objects, respectively. It is seen that
the -6 dB lateral resolution of the imagng system is almost
Invariant wtth the element spaclng.
To show the sidelobes and grating lobes of the line spread
function (LSF) of the Fourier method, maximum magnitudes of the images in the 7th and the 8th columns of Fig.
1 are plotted versus the lateral distances, and are shown in
Fig. 2(1) and 2(2), respectively.
For quanbtative study of the contrast of Images of the
cylindrical objects in Fig. 1, the following formula is used:

where m, is the mean of the constructed image of a cylindrical object (see the circles in Fig. I), m, is the mean of the
background of the phantom, and "Contr" is an Image contrast thatrepresents the ratio of the means inside and outside
of the cylindrical objects in dB scale.
The lmage contrast (normalized to ;tl) versus element
spacing is shown in Fig. 3(1). It is seen that the image contrast decreases as element spacing increases.

The experiment was performed with the same transducer
specificationsand the ATS phantom as those used in the sim-

ulation except that the phantom has a frequency-dependent
attenuation of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz, the w~dthof transducer elements is not zero, and the bandw~dthsof the transducers are
about 40% of their center frequencies [Z]. The attenuation
was compensated with a time-gain control (TGC) in Image
constructions (see the blockdiagram of the data acquisihon
of the Fourier method in Fig. 3 of Reference [2]). As in
the simulation, to obtain a larger effective element spacing,
received signals from adjacent elements are summed.
Experiment results are shown in the right hand side panels
of Fig. I (from columns 9 to 16). These panels correspond
to those obtained with the s~mulationexcept in columns 15
and 16, images of more than one line object are constructed.
In addition, in column 16, there are only 3, instead of 6, images. This is because from a 64 element array, summation of
signals of adjacent elements produce only arrays of effective
number of elements of 32, 16, or smaller, corresponding to
an element spacing of 2.069X, 4.138X,. - ., respectively.
The contrast of the constructed images of cylindrical objects is shown in F~gs. 3(2). It is seen that they are less
sensitive to the element spacing than those obtained with the
simulation. The is because elements of any prachcal array
have a certain width and the dlrectlv~typatter of each element is not cylindrical (or omnl-d~rectional).This means
that in practice, an array of a larger element spacing or a
smaller number of elements can be used w ~ t hthe Fourier
method.

tissues), ~n addition to many other advantages of the new
method [I-31. In this paper, computer simulation and experiment were performed to study the relat~onshipbetween the
quality of Images constructed with the Fourier method and
the element spacing of array transducers. Results show that
array transducers of element spacing as large as 2 365X can
be used to construct images of good quality. This reduces
the number of elements of a fully sampIed 128x 128 2D array from 16384 to about 732 and thus imaging systems with
the Fourier method can be greatly simplified.

In previous sections, we have seen the results of the sim-

151 Ean-yu Lu and J. F Greenleaf, "Expenmentalverification of
nondlffracting X waves:' IEEE Transacnons on U~trmontcs,
Ferroelectncs, nnd Frequency Conml, vol. 39, no. 3, pp. 441446, May, 1992.

ulation and the experiment using 1D ultrasonic l~neararray transducers for image constructions with the Founer
method. The images in Fig. 1 demonstrate that good images
can be constructed with the Fourier method even though the
element spacing is increased greatly or the number of elements is reduced dramatically. Figs. 3(2) gives a similar result showing image qual~tyis deteriorated greatly only after
the element spaclng is larger than about 2.365X. In addltlon,
Fig. 1 shows that grating lobes of the 11ne spread function
of the Fourier method do not affect sign~ficantlythe image
Contrast of the cyhndrical objects if the element spacing is
smaller than 2.36%
The resolution of Images constructed with the Fourier
method is almost constant over a wide range of element
spaclng. Thls means that given an array aperture, the image resolution 1s almost constant (Figs. 1 and 2).
CONCLUSION
A Fnuner method is recently developed that can be used
to construct images at a high frame or volume rate (about
3750 framests at a depth of about 200 mm in biological soft
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Figure 1: Images of objects of an ATS phantom constructed with the Fourier method and with different element spacings.

Figure 2: Sidelobes and grating lobes of the Fourier method.
(1) 18.288 mm aperture. (2) 38.4mmaperture.
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Figure 3: Normalized contrast as a function of the element
spacing. (1) Slrnulation. (2) Experiment.

